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ABSTRACT

Innovation represents a key role in firms success. Though the literature provides much advices and methods, companies sometimes do not know how to proceed when they feel they have exhausted all innovation possibilities or when they are in need of a specific type of evolution. The present paper proposes an overview of product innovation types and emotional design methods to make competitive products, bringing emotional benefits to the final users. Based on the synthesis of existing methods and tools from the literature and on our experience in design for emotion, we propose to illustrate how to design for emotion in the three main types of product innovation: incremental, disruptive and forecasting. We propose a visual tool, a brochure, dedicated to SMEs, to help understanding the differences between these types of innovation and how design for emotion can contribute to each type of innovation. Each case is supplemented with a toolbox of relevant tools, allowing company’s design team to understand and to start innovation through design for emotion.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although many innovation methods exist, companies have difficulty implementing them, most of the time because of the risk [30]. Design for emotion and its role for innovation, especially in forecasting innovation [1], remains hardly accessible to SMEs even though it has been implemented in big companies [2], research laboratories and universities [3]. Measures taken by the French Ministry of the Economy to increase SMEs awareness of design (www.entreprise-et-design.fr) and the Design Workshops consulting sessions dedicated to SMEs organised by the APCI (French Agency for the Promotion of Industrial Creation) in French regions confirms the need of a pragmatic approach to help SMEs engaging in innovation.

In the book Developing a new product, [4] proposes a diagram of an innovative product development process, based on the hypothesis that the efficiency of an innovation process is based on “methods and tools well-tried and transferable from a context to another”, whatever innovation could be, incremental, disruptive or forecasting.

We propose to distinguish and to structure these three innovation processes targeting SMEs according to their needs, articulating the innovation contexts and how design for emotion can contribute to each context.

After an introduction expressing the issue of the paper in the first section, a state of the art on innovation and design for emotion is presented in the section 2. The third section presents three cases of product innovation (incremental innovation, disruptive innovation and forecasting innovation) involving design for emotion, through real cases. The section 4 presents the final contribution, “Emotion Design for Innovation” is a brochure dedicated to SMEs. It synthetizes some adapted methods to innovate through design for emotion. This section is followed by a discussion and conclusion in section 5.

2 STATE OF THE ART

In the first part of the section, we present a state of the art on innovation design methods, then a synthesis map involving the time evolution and the types of innovation, then we present a theoretical background to understand emotional design and its contribution to product innovation.

2.1 Innovation design methods review

As the rationalisation of the industrial design and production means has led to a relative standardisation of the products launched on the market, the sharp competition between companies
exhorts to take into account the perceptive aspects of the user (emotional needs, symbolic values) to get new markets.

Innovation can be achieved in many ways, depending on the context and company strategy. Many authors worked on categorising these methods to simplify the choice based on the type of project.

Steen [5] proposes a map of existing design methods for innovation based on the context and knowledge of the designers and users. The Figure 1/ left underlines the importance of including the user when the project concerns a future situation or opportunity. The users can be involved in two manners, inside the designer’s working environment (methods mentioned on the left), or directly observed by the designer in his/her usage environment (methods mentioned on the right). The Figure 1/middle represents almost general understanding of innovation classification, from product improvement to forecasting innovation, this framework is proposed by Lee [6] based on Ansoff growth vector, a product/market matrix [7] for firm strategy allowing to chose the methods and tools.

The Methods Lab [8], presented on Figure 1/right, classifies 53 design methods according to «where the information comes from» (designer intuition vs user knowledge) and their qualities (visual vs functional).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1. Different human-centered design methods and practices [5]; Area of design types [6]; The Methods Lab Map [8]**

### 2.2 Proposal of a combinatory map

We synthesised the models presented on Figure 1 by analysing and we propose to combine them in a new classification of the design tools (Figure 2). When articulating these 3 models, we obtain a schema dealing with 3 important tools’ criteria: the time axis present/future [5], the need of innovation (frame product/needs) [6] and their qualities (functional/visual) [8].

Therefore, this new map focuses on three main innovation objectives, incremental innovation (P. Improve frame), disruptive innovation (NPD and Product Innovation frames) and the forecasting innovation pointing on future situation (AHU frame). The map shows that for a “current situation” study, tools are evaluative whereas they become more generative in “future situations”. In the first case, they are functional and are quickly useable; in the second one they are more visual and subjective. This map has been enriched with a review on the design methods presented on both platforms, Engage ([www.designandemotion.org](http://www.designandemotion.org)) and the method labs.

We keep in mind Sanders’s three pyramids [9] model using SAY methods for clarifying needs in incremental innovation, DO methods for observable and tacit needs in disruptive innovation and MAKE methods for latent needs in forecasting innovation with a crossing model of the three types of methods showing that there is a permeability between the tools. Therefore, tools concern not strictly a frame of Lee or Ansoff matrix but the relation between a phase of the innovation process related to these frames. Indeed, it is important to notice the boundaries’ permeability (dotted lines) between the different states of innovation (Down slice for incremental, middle slice for disruptive, up slice for forecasting) because methods or tools are not necessarily dedicated for a specific use.

---

1 For example, a focus group can be used in the three states. To **determine** the most important attributes of an existing product (state 1), to **discuss** a new usability (state 2), and to **imagine** the future of a product if the it changes the behaviors (state 3).
Methods can be combined according to the project, the problem or what has to be observed or designed. However, some methods deal with creativity emulation (Mood Board), useful in forecasting for example, while others are more efficient for the evaluation of existing product attributes (Attribute Rating), used in product improvement. The proposed map below gathered these tools, simplifying the comprehension of their usability and allowing for the transition from one state to another.

2.3 Theoretical background to understand emotional design

Historically, many methods aim at integrating the subjective aspects of the need into the design process. Many laboratories such as the CPI lab [20], [21], IRCCyN Lab [28], the LGI [29] are working on the integration of the subjective values (emotional, semantic and sensorial aspects) of the final user in the early steps of the design process. These approaches are well adapted in the situations of incremental innovation and situations considering the object as “a part of” the environment.

Nevertheless, these methods are less adapted in the situation of disruptive or forecasting innovation, and in the cases considering the product as an extension of the user means of action in the world.

To explain this approach, we propose to consider the theoretical model of existence of the product proposed by Lenay and al. [12], which distinguishes two states of the product, one as being an object within the environment (towards most of which the design methods and theories are addressed), the second one as being a coupling device, allowing the subject to act in the environment through the device. The model is presented on Figure 3 below. This model illustrates the changing state of the product, from a contemplative point of view (product seen as an object in the environment) to an active point of view (product seen as coupling device). We propose to widen the consideration of the emotional aspects linked to the final user, by considering both states “object in the environment” and “coupling device” in the design process.

![Figure 3. Lenay’s model of the 2 states of the product [12]](image-url)
We propose to examine three cases of innovation through design for emotion (section 3), the first one originates from an industrial demand on incremental innovation using design for emotion to integrate sensorial benefits into new products (mobile-phone maker), the second case presents the emotional design as a mean to express new benefits for the user through form and material disruptive innovation. The third case is based on a recurrent industrial demand for forecasting innovation through emotional design, it concerns the design of a music player through the exploration of the product-user interaction as well as the semantic of form.

3 DESIGN FOR EMOTION IN 3 PRODUCT INNOVATION TYPES

3.1 Incremental product innovation
The frame current product/current context (based on Figure 2, left, below) concerns product improvement. The product and the market are already fixed, the product is familiar to the users. The specific tools are mostly Product-driven and work as comparison/gathering (Category Appraisal/Repertory grid) or semantic/sensorial/emotional mapping tools to understand how the product is perceived (Free elicitation, Focus group, Product Semantic Analysis, Product sensorial analysis, Image board, User compass chart).

The user’s voice is well founded; the user is the expert of her/his everyday life, but does not take part in the creative process. He/she is involved in the evaluation. Therefore, the tools are mainly used to evaluate what people SAY [9], mostly regarding an existing product.

The presented case originates from a demand coming from a French mobile-phone maker to improve its market penetration through the exploration of the product sensorial benefits [22].

A panel of existing products have been submitted to the users through preference tests, and expert evaluation (descriptive analysis) have been processed to understand the factors that structure the preference of the final users. Then, the interpretation of the results allows the company to take the relevant decisions and to formulate recommendations to design new concepts integrating the resulting specifications. The final output could be submitted again for the user’s validation.

Then, we can consider the evaluation process as a circular line to improve concepts, representing iterations of users evaluation for validation or modification (See Figure 4/circular scheme). Considering the continuously changing needs, submitting iteratively the concepts to the users allows to avoid the risk of launching a product out of the new market expectations. Incremental product innovation is an important and necessary part of all firm’s life. Involving emotional design as a mean of incremental innovation is a quick process that requires few modifications in the industrial processes and helps maintaining a product on its market. The Evaluation Tools are set up in a toolbox that we provide in the booklet to enlarge the choice of the one already used by firms (i.e. Sensorial Analysis, Semantic Differential Methods).

3.2 Disruptive product innovation
As seen on the map presented on the Figure 2 (top and right), there are two types of disruptive innovation: A new product development, often leading to technological breakthrough for an existing market with identified needs, and a product innovation as a transfer of the product category on a different market where needs have to be created. Setting tools for disruptive innovation aim at generating new ideas. Games, manipulations, uses of pictures or scenarios are mobilised in order to allow users needs elicitation (Cultural Probes/Relabelling/Open ended objects) [13].

Comparing to the earlier case, there is a stronger link between the designers and the users. As the product is unknown, users will express their feelings regarding their past experiences of existing products so that their voice is not an explicit expression of their needs but a basis for reflection, a way to explore possible situations through emotion involvement. In the disruptive case presented on the Figure 5 [31], the company was looking for a more innovative product having a lasting impact. The maker
decided to get a new market through the improvement of a product: the initial material has been moving from steel to PP, allowing to produce the entire object in an all-in-one injected piece of PP, with better emotional qualities, better look and feel qualities, better strength, light, and cost. The added value of the approach, based on generation and evaluation steps, lies in the idea generation according to internal constraints even if creativity is pushed further. The iterative generation phase is lead by generation tools to understand what people DO. This approach starts with generating new ideas, not with evaluating existing products like in incremental innovation. The resulting ideas are confronted to knowledge (i.e. Market Watch, User Survey, Technological Watch, Lead Users tests) and evolve until they reach an advanced concept state.

The resulting advanced concepts enter the evaluation phase, similar to the incremental one (mentioned as circular on the Figures 4 and 5). Evaluation tools do not serve as an information basis for creation, as it is in incremental innovation, but as a mean to evaluate the new advanced concepts developed\(^2\) for example PrEmo / ID Tool / Visual scanning methods.

Relevant concepts and recommendations are then gathered in order to develop one final proposal which will be submitted to user’s evaluation in order to analyse the emotional benefits and to understand the factors that contribute to the elicited emotion. In the case of a new product development the industrial process might be modified, whereas it would be the communication strategy that would change in the case of a market change.

Generation Tools are also set up in a toolbox provided in the brochure at the end of the paper, the circle on the top represents the iterative process of idea generation, the circle below represents the iterative process of evaluation.

3.3 Forecasting innovation

3.3.1 What is forecasting innovation through design?

Forecasting design uses projection methods and tools helping firms to manage their strategy and to reveal users’ latent needs. This approach answers two major questions about the future, what could happen and what could I do as a maker, what to propose to the consumers in the future? Forecasting has always existed and was mainly used by experts to predict economical evolutions and to help decision makers in their choices. However, the important information about the fundamental evolution\(^3\) it brings suffers from a lack of transferability into usable inputs for the firms concerning their future. Design, well known for its proficiency to visually transmit information, is it a good translator for this scientific information. By doing this, forecasting data feed designers creativity and allow imagining a future based on strong occurrence changes.

Therefore, forecasting design is anticipating instead of being reactive (which means adapting quickly when a change occurs) [15]. It aims at preparing a coming change or provoking it in a way that is profitable [16]. By definition, there is no science of future; future is unknown. However, it is possible to understand the past, to question the present and to make hypothesis on the future.

Literature on the subject proposes 3 forecasting methods.

Jouvenel [15] exposes a five steps method:

1. Definition of the problem and the horizon (i.e. time for the study, targeted point in the future)
2. System definition and key factors identification (i.e. context, constraints and relations in the form of micro scenarios),
3. Collection of the information and hypothesis making (i.e. verifying these micro scenarios with information on the past events),
4. Futures construction (i.e. dendritic tree of plausible futures following a strong guide line)
5. Strategic choices (i.e. discussion of the different futures to choose the one that fits the firm strategy to plan decisions to reach this point in the future).

In Réenchanter le futur [18] the authors highlight three variables:

1. Anticipation, to set important questions,

---

\(^2\) The same evaluation tools can be used introducing the new products among the existing ones or among the market offer.

\(^3\) Some publications like «Trends Now Shaping The Future» by the World Future Society can be used to design the context. They propose experts’ analysis of strong evolutions based on PESTE factors (Politic, Economy, Society, Technology, Environment).
2. Appropriation, to make sure everybody has the same knowledge on the subject and share a common goal,
3. Action, typical workings of the forecasting project.

There are some limits to these methods, which are rather advices than structured methods but the orientations are directly applicable for product development. Therefore we propose to focus on the followings:

*Fabriquer le futur* 2 [17] exposes another five steps method:

1. Observe, study, watch, analyse clients, markets and trends (contrary to the previous method, this one begins by taking information before setting the problem),
2. Generate offer concepts (creative sessions),
3. Illustrate, prototype, simulate and make scenarios (in order to communicate on the concepts),
4. Test and submit to reality (user tests to improve concepts),
5. Selection and realisation (based on expert selection or internal firm criteria).

The Vip method (Vision in Product design) [14] exposes three main phases:

1. Designing a context (unknown because being in the future). Answering to the question «In which context will the product be and what are the influencing factors?». Find the states, factors that haven’t change fundamentally in the past and wont change radically in the future (ie. Transportation), the trends, dynamic phenomena (ie. Interest for bio-products) and principles, values or preferences intrinsic to human nature (ie. Memory capacity),
2. Designing an interaction. When the context and the factors are fixed, set up an interaction scheme between the product and the future user, through rapid prototyping and scenarios. As with disruptive innovation, the goal is to generate a lot of ideas from the scenarios.
3. Designing a product. Shaping one or more products being the last step of all the process.

### 3.3.2 The forecasting innovation through design process

Referring on Figure 2, one frame remains: the Area of Uncertainty (Upper and right part), where needs and products are unknown. In this frame, the forecasting design process using subjective tools takes place, including the user in all stages of the project. “Seeing and appreciating what people dream shows how their future could change for the better” [13]. Sanders proposes, not only user centred design but participatory design, coming up with MAKE Tools in the generation phase.

The first step consists of collecting information from sources as diverse as possible (i.e. consumers, partners, press, trips) using Collection Tools like Archetypes, Trends, and Surveys. This amount of information allows finding weak and strong signals, pointing an occurring change. This brings a personal form of questioning that directly concerns the business of the firm and allows to formulate an initial problem, launching the forecasting design project and the definition of a temporality for a study (3, 10, 20 years).

The example shown on Figure 6 addresses the question of the «evolution of living together». It leads to consider new technologies and the need to save energy. Electronic-goods maker could ask: Will people still use only individual devices? And if not, how will they do? This problem is the starting point of the ideas generation phase including the design of the context (ie. What will be the music habits?) and the design of the interaction (ie. Will people in the future still operate only individual devices?), through the same Generation Tools.

*The plausible futures* revealed by the ideas generation are then submitted for users evaluation through the same Evaluation Tools as seen before. The analysis of the evaluation results allows to invalidate or to extend some of the strategic concepts/axes to propose relevant finalised concepts.

In the example (see Figure 6), one of the multiple concepts generated, a music player that is controlled by the emotion of the user through the caress on the antennas, make it possible to operate collectively in the same environment, and to generate an ambiance since the collective device is able to interpret the emotional action of the user. In the proof of concept above, each antenna is gathering music titles, when sliding an antenna, the user can chose one title among the playlist, when caressing more than one antenna, depending on the delicacy of the caress, on title will be chosen among the titles.
corresponding to the gesture. A soft caress orders slow music while more dynamic caress orders higher rhythm music.

These finalised concepts (Prototypes/detailed scenarios or Proof of Concepts being the usual outputs of such projects) are then submitted to stakeholders for different issues. In the present case, we developed forecasting innovation through design for emotion, focusing on the design of the experience rather on the design of form, as Djajadiningrat addressed the question of the balance to be found between appearance and action [23], [24]. According to the latter, aesthetics and interaction are two interrelated concepts, rather than separated entities, and the design team must design a context for the experience rather than design a product solely. In the same view, we considered Overbeeke’s method to design experience, beyond the design of the product itself [25], aiming at building the ground of a design Science based on the consideration of the theory of the active perception [26], [27].

Indeed, this approach does not lead to the development of product as in incremental or disruptive innovation, but offers many possibilities of cases for continuation.

In the present case, the approach leads to legitimate and validate innovative seeds based on the user/product interaction as being a key factor for eliciting emotion. This approach can be used as starting point or as inspiration in the ideas generation step to improve and orient creativity on emotional interaction in other future projects. Also, working on forecasting projects improves creativity and situation analysis skills regarding the studied subjects. Learning by doing instead of learning by failing. This material could be very interesting to give a start to time to market projects. The process can lead to strategic planning as well. Changing brand image, technologies or product range requires an anticipated long term planning (workers formation, infrastructure modifications, mentality changes etc.). The point the firm will target in the future is already fixed by the approach it must plan the steps in reverse from the goal point until the present point. Whereas behaviours and contexts are changing with time, forecasting must be an iterative approach to constantly rectify the planning.

Forecasting approaches allow internal and external communication, for example, communication on the innovative face of the firm to enhance its visibility. By the same way, an internal communication can federate people around the same objective or make them adopting a new technology by showing relevant and tangible applications, resulting from previous forecasting projects. Forecasting projects must have a definite time, few months (nearly 15% of working time), in order to efficiently motivate the team. It can be carried out by only one person, but a team from multiple disciplines is better for the diversity of each own projections for the future using different points of view and taking into account personal information necessary for their success. This diversity feeds the collective creativity [19]. Then, we consider forecasting design, not as an alternative, but as complementary and parallel to the other innovation approaches or classical development methods, in particular because of its operational issue. So, forecasting innovation is not totally different in the process from disruptive innovation. The only differences are the input, a question that does not concern a time to market product but being a personal questioning.

In the last section, we gathered these examples into a unique document and provide toolbox of design for emotion methods that have been used in the different phases of these innovation projects.

4 SYNTHESIS BROCHURE

This work has led to the design of a brochure presenting the three types of innovation and for each type, how the design for emotion can be involved. (Figure 7 and 8, brochure unfolded). On the recto, the brochure presents the three types of innovation (incremental, disruptive and forecasting).

On the verso, a short description of each type of innovation with the explanation based on the previous cases (see section 4) is presented. The recto shows the similar phases commonly found in the three innovation steps (like the presence of Evaluation phase in both disruptive and forecasting innovation). It also gives illustrated examples from the start to the end of each process and calls back to the tools presented on the verso page.
Figure 7. Recto of the brochure «Emotional Design for Innovation»

Find your innovation tools

COLLECTION TOOLS

Benchmarking
Delphi
Emphatic design
Employee involvement
Everyday observation
Human sciences
Internet/WDS
News/Blogs
Publications
R & emotion navigator
Showroom
SWOT
Technology watch
Trends extrapolation
Workshop

GENERATION TOOLS

6-3-1 method
Brainstorming
Co-designing
Context mapping
Contextual design
Cultural probes
Design improvements
Embodied characters
IA/CDR
Innovative experience
Jottable
LIF
Linda user
Open ended objects
Random needs
Reauthorization
Gestalt play
Scenario building
Storyboarding
Technical drawing
Technology probes
ZIP

EVALUATION TOOLS

Category appraisal
Concept analysis
Cost analysis
Design mapping
Focus group
Field trials
Image board
Individual interview
Kano model
Keva representational grid
Kruck VIRT
Leveraging
MDS propective
Mind Maps
Personas
Prototypes
Survey
Teaser analysis
Time music studies
Usability tests
User benchmarking
User satisfaction
VTP

What are you looking for?

A question about the business of the firm is formulated using intuition and knowledge. The question is then discussed in a participatory way to generate proposals iteratively confronted to knowledge (market, users, experts, etc.). Market and needs being of unknown context and interaction have to be designed before shaping the future product. Resulting concepts and scenarios face user evaluation that brings modifications until reaching advanced concepts firmly avoiding prototypes form. In the example, the end of the process is not a product, but Proof of Concepts (POC) of collective music, glaswegian, reflecting on new solutions without today’s market constraints to inform stakeholders on decisions concerning strategic planning, communications, and inputs to launch new products, bringing new interactions and emotional benefits to potential final users.

Figure 8. Verso of the brochure «Emotional Design for Innovation»
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5 CONCLUSION

If innovation is a key factor of the success of the companies, then design, acknowledged to bring differentiation and value, should be more employed in innovation strategies, in order to bring new emotional benefits to the final users. The SMEs lack information on what design is, on who the protagonists are, on how to implement product innovation through design, and especially design for emotion, within their strategy and within the set of existing tools and methods. Based on the observation of emotional design for innovation methods available in literature, and developed in the lab since few years, we have identified a need for the design approach in different types of innovation linked with their related tools. As seen in section 3.1, incremental innovation is based on evaluation tools. The user tells explicitly her/his expectations or difficulties with the considered product, which then leads to a set of specifications that are taken into account in a fast product modification and launch. This process, fast and money-saving in terms of investment, scouts users’ explicit needs, on the base of semantic and sensorial attributes (words) through comparison tools, and through the emotional evaluation of the product compared with the competitors. It ends of course with a product development.

Disruptive innovation (section 3.2) starts with a phase of idea generation with iterations of concepts production and validations based on information (survey, researches, user observations). This phase leads to a phase of evaluation similar in terms of process and tools to the incremental one, and ends up with a product development. This process, longer and more costly, scouts tacit needs that are as close as possible to the user, thanks to observation and participatory tools. It brings more radical innovation with lasting impact than incremental innovation.

Forecasting innovation (see section 3.3), carried out in parallel with other innovation processes, starts with a phase of information seeking (harbingers, intuition, experts, etc.) in order to formalise a questioning on the activity of the enterprise. It is followed by a phase of ideas generation and evaluation, similar in terms of processes and tools to the incremental and disruptive ones, that leads, not to the development of a product, but to proposals of advanced concepts. The latter helps throwing light on the vision of the firm and of its managers (R&D strategy, communication) and stimulating upstream future projects tied to time to business. This process explores users’ dreams and sheds light on latent needs though graphic tools and manipulation methods. The user is consulted and involved in every step of the process, especially in the design for emotion driven innovation, in which the potential user acts as a partner to co-design the emotionally rich interaction. It does not target the commercialisation of a product but the exploration of what the firm could someday offer to its customers. It takes place as a drip-drip of innovation, upstream from a disruptive innovation project. Thus, after presenting the three cases of product innovation through emotional design, we have proposed a synthesis in the form of a brochure, which presents design for innovation processes, providing available tools classified in toolboxes ready to be used, as well as the important criteria to distinguish each type from the others.

The aim of this paper is to help SMEs engaging into innovation process, by understanding what innovation is, what design for emotion is, and how to put emotional benefits in their products, whatever the innovation could be (incremental to forecasting), showing that forecasting innovation through emotional design is accessible and does not hardly differ from the innovation processes they already apply. The brochure has been presented to SMEs during a business meeting at the CCI of Rouen in December 2010, and has been using as a guide to present possible strategies for SMEs to innovate using design. Some tools and methods well used in big companies have been presented with a special attention to transferability to SMEs, in order to guide them and to help them on their innovation strategy. In conclusion, this paper emphasises a tool barely explored: forecasting design, and invites the research world and enterprises to collaborate through the integration of a designer capable of bringing information within teams’ and managers’ reach. The success depends on the enthusiasm of managers and their comprehension of the interest to take time to reflect and explore during the preliminary phases of a project.
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